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Short Communication

ABSTRACT
Telomere length and stability is a biomarker of aging, stress, and cancer. Shortening 
of telomeres and high level of DNA damages are known to be associated with aging. 
Telomere shortening normally occurs during cell division in most cells and when telo-
meres reach a critically short length, DNA damage signaling and cellular senescence 
can be triggered. The induction of an adaptive response by space radiation was first 
documented in 2003. Telomere length alterations are among the most fascinating ob-
servations in astronauts and residents of high background radiation areas. While study 
of the chronic exposure to high levels of background ionizing radiation in Kerala, India 
failed to show a significant influence on telomere length, limited data about the NASA 
astronaut Scott Kelly show that exposure to space radiation can induce telomeres to 
regain length. Interestingly, his telomeres shortened again only a couple of days after 
returning to Earth. The difference between these situations may be due to the differ-
ences in radiation dose, dose-rate, and/or type of radiation. Moreover, Scott Kelly’s 
spacewalks (EVA) could have significantly increased his cumulative radiation dose. It 
is worth noting that the spacewalks not only confer a higher dose activity but are also 
characterized by a different radiation spectrum than inside the space craft since the 
primary particles would not interact with the vehicle shell to generate secondary radia-
tion. Generally, these differences can possibly indicate the necessity of a minimum 
dose/dose-rate for induction of adaptive response (the so called Window effect). 
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Introduction

As defined by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Biomarkers 
Definitions Working Group a biomarker is “a characteristic that 
is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal 

biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses 
to a therapeutic intervention.”[1]. Telomere length is a biomarker of ag-
ing, stress, and cancer [2]. Despite the complexity of aging, it seems that 
a wide variety of factors ranging from oxidative stress to shortening of 
telomeres are involved in this phenomenon. Short telomere length can 
stop cell replication and cause cell death. Telomere plays a key role in 
preventing triggering a DNA damage response from the blunt end of 
DNA [3]. Shortening of telomeres and high level of DNA damages are 
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shown to be associated with aging. Telomere 
shortening occurs during cell division and 
when telomeres reach a critically short length, 
DNA damage signaling and cellular senes-
cence can be triggered. The telomere length 
alteration is among the most fascinating issues 
in astronauts and the residents of high back-
ground radiation areas.

Space Environment
The space radiation environment is complex 

and includes contributions from galactic cos-
mic radiation (GCR) and solar particle events 
(SPEs). The complexity of this radiation en-

vironment is summarized in Table 1 and in-
cludes electrons, protons, light ions, heavy 
ions, charged target fragments, and neutrons 
[4,5]. These radiation types have a wide range 
of energies and interact with the spacecraft 
shell to produce a wealth of secondary radia-
tion types including pions, muons, photons, 
and electromagnetic and hadronic cascade ra-
diation [6-9]. 

The shielding of a variety of radiation types 
with a wide range of associated energies is a 
difficult problem. Shielding the space radia-
tion environment with limited space using a 
single material is also problematic. Neutrons 

Adaptive Response Observed as
References

Telomere Elongation Other Endpoints (e.g. 
cytogenetic or CBMN)

High Background Ra-
diation Areas (Kerala) No@ Yes#

@Das et al. 2009 [2]
#Ramachandran et al. 2018 [10]

High Background 
Radiation Areas 

(Ramsar)
NA Yes#

#Mortazavi et al. 2002 [11]
#Masoomi et al. 2006 [12] 
#Mohammadi et al. 2006 [13]

International Space 
Station (ISS) Yes@ NA @NASA 2018 [14]

Table 1: Comparison of adaptive response in the residents of high background radiation areas 
of Kerala and Ramsar with astronauts (currently the only available data are Scott’s telomere 
findings)

shielding illustrates this difficulty. As noted in 
Table 1, there is a also range of energies for 
these radiation types that requires evaluation.

Low energy neutrons (< 5-10 MeV) are effec-
tively shielded using hydrogenous compounds 
because the 1H (n,n) and 1H (n, γ) reaction 
cross sections effectively attenuate the neutron 
in this energy range [6-9]. However, higher en-
ergy neutrons are not effectively attenuated by 
these reactions.  They can be effectively atten-
uated using thick shielding of a single material 
if space is not a concern.  The classic example 
is accelerator shielding using concrete or earth 
shielding that is accomplished because space 
is not an issue.  The primary accelerator radia-
tion types of biological significance are neu-

trons, muons, and photons. However, if space 
is limited, a second material typically iron or 
lead is used to degrade the energy spectrum 
using the inelastic scattering reactions (e.g., 
Fe(n,n’) or Pb(n,n’)) to reduce the neutron en-
ergy to the 5-10 MeV range where the 1H(n,n) 
and 1H(n, γ) reactions effectively attenuate the 
resulting neutrons [4-7]. Since space is limited 
in a spacecraft, a single material will not be an 
optimum choice for radiation shielding. The 
issue is more difficult when the various radia-
tion types of Table 1 are considered.

The Importance of Biological Pro-
tection in Deep Space Missions

Substantial evidence shows that a pre-ex-
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posure to a low level stressor (e.g. low dose 
radiation) can induce an adaptive response 
by stimulating the defense mechanisms such 
as increasing antioxidant levels, reducing the 
endogenous DNA damage, increasing DNA 
repair capacity, and increasing apoptosis of 
damaged cells [15]. A NASA report published 
in 2016 refers to reports about the importance 
of radioadaptation in deep space missions 
including our 2003 report  and states that it 
would be realistic to expect that astronauts’ 
cells will be exposed to multiple hits of pro-
tons before being traversed by an HZE particle 
“There have been several studies performed 
that indicate an adaptive response to low-dose 
ionizing radiation can provide a level of pro-
tection against future exposures (Bhattacha-
rjee and Ito 2001; [16] Mortazavi et al. 2003; 
[17] Elmore et al. 2008; [18] Rithidech et al. 
2012 [19]). This may be particularly impor-
tant for understanding risks in the space en-
vironment because the GCR environment is 
comprised predominantly of protons, and it is 
realistic to expect that cells will be exposed 
to multiple hits of protons prior to being tra-
versed by an HZE particle” [14]. Moreover, 
other reports also indicate the role of biologi-
cal protection as an effective radiation risk 
reduction strategy for astronauts participating 
in space missions [20]. During the mission, 
chronic exposure to elevated levels of galactic 
cosmic radiation (GCR) can considerably de-
crease radiation susceptibility and better pro-
tect astronauts against the unpredictable expo-
sure to sudden and dramatic increase in flux 
due to solar particle events (SPE) [21]. Given 
this consideration, elongation of telomeres can 
also be considered as a biological protective 
effect (the well-known phenomenon of adap-
tive response) to high-radiation environment 
in space.

The Role of Telomere Length in Ag-
ing

Oxidative stress, western and high fat diet 
(HFD), depression, consumption of alcohol, 

genetic abnormalities and pollution are among 
the processes at cellular level which are in-
volved in aging phenomenon [22]. Studies 
conducted on rodents suggest that telomere 
attrition (shortening of telomeres during cell 
division), increases the speed of development 
of ageing-related lung emphysema [23]. Some 
studies show that not only males have a higher 
rate of telomere attrition but they have shorter 
telomeres [24]. The progressive shortening of 
telomeres is among the known mechanisms 
of aging [25]. Some evidence also shows that 
long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) play a role 
in aging [26]. Some vitamins (Vitamin C, D, E, 
folate or folic acid, and β-carotene) and miner-
als such as zinc and magnesium are reported 
to enhance protection against oxidative stress 
and inflammation which in turn are positively 
associated with telomere length and leads to 
protection of telomeres and in humans [27]. 
Shortening of telomeres along with other fac-
tors such as decreased efficiency of DNA re-
pair, and loss of heterochromatin are believed 
to be involved in the loss of genomic integrity 
in premature ageing and ageing-associated 
diseases (AADs) [23].

Alterations in telomere length (shortening of 
telomere) is reported to be the main pathway 
by which oxidative stress increases the speed 
of biological aging and age-related diseases 
[28]. It is worth noting that since physical ac-
tivity decreases chronic inflammation and oxi-
dative stress, it can reduce the shortening of 
telomeres observed with aging process [29]. 
Telomerase plays an important role in increas-
ing the cell lifetime. 

Some reports show that the activity of this 
enzyme decreases in peripheral blood lym-
phocyte of patients with Schizophrenia (SZ) or 
other severe mental disorders [28]. Although 
there is a link between the telomere length and 
telomerase activity, the level of this enzyme 
does not reliably correlate with the length 
telomere. A study performed on 124 healthy 
individuals showed low but stable telomerase 
expression despite continued telomere short-
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ening in 65% of individuals aged 40 years or 
older [30].

Telomere Length in People Chronically Ex-
posed to Elevated Levels of Natural Radiation

Some evidence shows that in short and long 
term cultures exposure to low and high LET 
radiation can lead to elongation of telomere 
length [31]. Moreover, the relationship be-
tween telomere stability and human longevity 
has been has been reported in some in vitro 
experiments [32].The huge natural laboratory 
of high background radiation areas (HBRAs) 
can be considered as a great source of knowl-
edge about the health effects of chronic expo-
sure to elevated levels of natural radiation.  In 
2009 Das et al. isolated genomic DNA from 
the peripheral blood mononuclear cells of 233 
residents of HBRAs of Kerala, India and 77 
individuals from a normal background radia-
tion area. Using real time q-PCR, they deter-
mined the telomere length of the participants. 
Their study failed to show any significant dose 
response relationship between telomere length 
and annual radiation doses groups (≤1.50, 
1.51-3.00, 3.01-5.00 and >5.00 mGy/y) [2]. 
Three years later, Das et al. conducted an-
other study on 128 newborns from HBRAs (3 
dose groups: 1.51-3.00, 3.01-5.00, and > 5.00 
mGy/y) and 43 newborns from NBRAs (< 1.50 
mGy/year). The mean telomere length in these 
4 groups did not show a statistically signifi-
cant difference and the researchers concluded 
that elevated levels of background radiation 
in Kerala coast caused no significant effect on 
telomere length of newborns [33].

Telomere Length in Astronauts
Mark and Scott Kelly are identical twins 

and both are NASA astronauts and the only 
known siblings to have both participated in 
space journeys. Scott Kelly started a mission 
spending about one year (a 340-day mission) 
in space on the International Space Station 
(ISS). Scott Kelly and his Russian counter-
part, Mikhail Kornienko returned to Earth on 
March 1, 2016. Scott Kelly is the first Ameri-

can astronaut to spend a year in space. NASA 
believes that Scott Kelly’s one-year mission 
aboard the ISS has helped scientists advance 
deep manned space missions such as a journey 
to Mars. NASA Administrator Charles Bolden 
states “Scott Kelly’s one-year mission aboard 
the International Space Station has helped to 
advance deep space exploration and Ameri-
ca’s Journey to Mars” and “Scott has become 
the first American astronaut to spend a year in 
space, and in so doing, helped us take one gi-
ant leap toward putting boots on Mars.” [34].

As Scott and Mark Kelly are identical twins, 
they were studied during and after mission to 
find biological differences caused by space en-
vironment compared to a baseline on Earth.

NASA states that while there was no ba-
sic changes in Scott’s DNA, gene expression 
changes were observed. Interestingly, these 
changes in gene expression were reported to 
lie within the range for human exposures to 
stress (e.g. conditions such as mountain climb-
ing or SCUBA diving). A promising key find-
ing in NASA’s twin study is Scott’s telomere 
elongation in space.

In this regard, NASA reports that “Scott’s 
telomeres (endcaps of chromosomes that 
shorten as one ages) actually became sig-
nificantly longer in space. While this finding 
was presented in 2017, the team verified this 
unexpected change with multiple assays and 
genomics testing. Additionally, a new find-
ing is that the majority of those telomeres 
shortened within two days of Scott’s return to 
Earth.” [35]. Figure 1 shows the elongation of 
telomeres in space as an adaptive response to 
higher levels of space radiation.

HBRAs versus Astronauts
Given the above mentioned consideration, 

an important question is why the adaptive re-
sponse observed as elongation of telomeres 
was found after exposure to space radiation 
(and other stressors in space), while chronic 
exposures of the residents of high background 
radiation areas failed to show such an adap-
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tive response. Despite, answering this ques-
tion is not easy, the significant differences 
between the dose levels seems to be involved 
in this variation. A study conducted in Kerala 
in 2004 showed that the residents of 41.6% 
of the dwelling surveyed received effective 
doses ranging between 0.5-5 mSv/y, 41.6% 
between 5 and 10 mSv/y, 10.2% between 10 
and 15 mSv/y and only 6.6% greater than 15 
mSv/y (Figure 2.a) [36], while the average ef-
fective dose for 6 month ISS missions is about 
80 mSv (Figure 2.b) [37]. Moreover, reports 
show that Scott Kelly participated in 3 space-
walks (EVA). The EVA would be a higher 
dose activity and would be characterized by 
a different spectrum than the space craft since 
the particles would not interact with the ve-
hicle shell. His total EVA time was 18 hours 
and 20 minutes. Therefore, lack of spacecraft 
shielding in these EVAs could significantly in-
crease the Scott Kelly’s dose. Altogether these 
findings confirm the necessity of a minimum 
dose/dose rate for induction of adaptive re-

sponse (Window effect).

Conclusion
It is still early to claim that elongation of 

telomeres is a well-established biological 
adaptive response to high-radiation environ-
ments in space. Moreover, as NASA states 
that the telomeres again shortened upon return 
to Earth, a key question is do they return to 
the original length - or do they remain slightly 
longer than otherwise (a hormetic response to 
previous exposures)? Moreover, the difference 
between HBRAs and space environment can 
be due to the dose. The average effective dose 
for 6 month ISS missions is much higher than 
the annual dose in HBRAs of Kerala. Gener-
ally, these differences confirm the necessity 
of a minimum dose/dose rate for induction of 
adaptive response (the so called Window ef-
fect).

Conflict of Interest
None

Figure 1: Elongation of telomeres in space that can be considered as an adaptive response 
to higher levels of space radiation. http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/gallery/images/shuttle/sts-132/
hires/s132e012208.jpg
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